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Design+ Flooring

Ultra modern. Ultra robust.  
Ultra versatile.
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Design+ Flooring –
The ultimate one
As a full-range supplier of wood-based flooring, our aim is to 
provide an innovative product portfolio completely covering 
the requirements of our customers. That's why we developed 
EGGER Design+ Flooring – a high quality design floor with a 
unique SelfRepair effect and memory function.

For example, where deformations are left behind by the 
marks of furniture, the floor surface “remembers” the original 
structure and restores itself within a short period of time. In 
this way the floor continues to look like new, day after day. 
Due to the innovative DualSeal technology – sealed on both 
sides – the floor also offers high moisture resistance. 

In short, Design+ Flooring is another innovation to the EGGER 
flooring range and is the right choice where a floor must be 
resistant to wear. 

SELF REPAIR DUAL SEAL

ED4020 / Cracked Oak sand
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Living space innovation:
Design+ Flooring!
We are proud to present our latest development: EGGER 
Design+ Flooring – the first design floor with a SelfRepair 
effect! Extremely compact with a thickness of only 5 mm, this 
product is high performance – easy-care, light-fast, anti-slip 
and quiet. A floor with high resistance to wear, modern decors 
and natural materials.

ED4038 / Oak elegant sand

Strengths at a glance:

 ■ 70 % wood: The coreboard is produced using high density 
wood fibres 

 ■ All-rounder “thermoplastic polyurethane”, TPU: 
Robust and elastic, low-emission and odourless

 ■ Guaranteed durability due to the self-healing surface

 ■ Suitable for high-traffic areas, commercial and private

 ■ Full-surface glueing also possible – ideal for installation 
in large areas

 ■ Light-fast and remains lastingly beautiful over many years: 
no fading or discolouring 

ED4038 / Oak elegant sand



Ideal for architects  
and planners
For design customers and projects, EGGER Design+ Flooring 
eliminates the need to choose between an extremely resistant 
floor, a modern design, or an environmentally-friendly 
flooring. Our new design floors in class of use 33 combine all 
of these qualities. 

ED4024 / Oak classic nature 7 
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The visual and technical 
perfection make EGGER products 
an easy choice for my projects. 

 Bruno Moser, Architect

ED4028 / Oak brushed 9 
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A floor that leaves behind 
no traces of time
A high-quality floor is a statement, just like the furniture in 
your home. If a floor can remain beautiful over time, even 
under intensive use, the investment pays off twice and three 
times over. Guaranteed lightfast, our design flooring does 
not fade, nor darken over time. With a unique self-healing 
surface, the flooring looks as good as on the first day. You can 
rely on that. For this reason we offer a 25 year guarantee for 
private installations and a 5 year guarantee for commercial 
applications.

ED4022 / Cracked Oak smoke
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Simply perfect flooring –  
no matter whether our children  

or our four-legged friends  
are tearing around the house. 

Claus Zanin, Homeowner 

12

ED4022 / Cracked Oak smoke
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Ultra natural made from 
over 70 % wood

The heart of wood
Innovation through and through – even beneath the surface. 
The core of our new flooring is a 4.3 mm thick Ultra Wood Fibre 
Board (UWF). This dark grey coloured fibreboard is made from 
special softwoods and has an extremely high density, which 
prevents swelling along the edges. 

EGGER Design+ Flooring is therefore suitable for use in wet 
areas and for surfaces subjected to a high level of stress. 
Functional and durable, whilst also ultra compact and 
excitingly beautiful: The ultimate design floor will fit anywhere 
a floor must meet high demands.

With a high wood content, Design+ Flooring is a healthy and ecological 
design floor from EGGER.

1  Ultra robust and water-resistant TPU surface with 
 SelfRepair effect. Integrated decor layer for a highly 
 authentic appearance.

2  High-density and double sealed UWF core board made 
 of natural wood fibres.

3  Water-resistant high-end balancer.

1

2
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EGGER

Design+ Flooring

with wood fibre  

coreboard

Cork granulate

coreboard

WPC 

coreboard

PVC 

coreboard

Design floors compared
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The secret of self-
recovery …
The top layer of EGGER Design+ Flooring consists of TPU, short 
for thermoplastic polyurethane. This elastic material gives the 
floor a special memory function. 
If there are surface indentations, the moved TPU molecules 
“remember” their initial position and return to this – making 
the floor look new again. 

Advantages of the TPU surface:
 

 ■ Elastic, resilient material

 ■ Unique SelfRepair effect

 ■ Durable, beautiful surface

 ■ Natural and warm walking feel

 ■ Increased comfort and living quality

 ■ Flexibility in room design and use

 ■ Safe to process and install

 ■ Impact and footfall sound reducing properties

Ultra robust TPU surface

ED4030 / Oak brushed grey

SELF REPAIR
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Beauty is in the eye  
of the beholder 
As different people have different tastes, we place great emphasis on providing a 
high variety of decorative styles. In our production, we can draw from decades of 
experience and impress with extensive creativity. Combining the expertise of our 
design team with the latest technology guarantees a beautiful product will emerge. 
One which stands up to the challenges of everyday life. For this reason all of our 
surfaces fulfil the anti-slip class R10 and offer reliable safety. 
 
Our new design floor is available in 20 decors. For the 15 wood decors, there is a 
choice between the “Native” varied surface texture and the more classic “Rustic” 
with a deep texture. Five other decors (material and stone reproductions) are 
emphasized with the “Stone” surface texture.

NATIVE RUSTIC STONE

All decors specified and shown are reproductions.All decors specified and shown are reproductions.

Article no.: 178626 Decor: ED4040
Concrete light grey

Article no.: 178053 Decor: ED4046
Metal bronze

Article no.: 178084 Decor: ED4044
Slate colourful

Article no.: 178022 Decor: ED4048
Slate black

Article no.: 178237 Decor: ED4042
Concrete dark grey

Article no.: 178701 Decor: ED4020
Cracked Oak sand

Article no.: 177971 Decor: ED4018
Cracked Oak nature

Article no.: 178855 Decor: ED4034
Oak rustic white

Article no.: 178985 Decor: ED4036
Oak rustic grey

Article no.: 178824 Decor: ED4038
Oak elegant sand

Article no.: 178763 Decor: ED4024
Oak classic nature

Article no.: 177858 Decor: ED4014
Oak handscraped

Article no.: 177827 Decor: ED4012
Oak rough silver

Article no.: 177797 Decor: ED4010
Oak rough nature

Article no.: 178886 Decor: ED4026
Cracked Oak brown

Article no.: 177940 Decor: ED4016
Oak old grey

Article no.: 178954 Decor: ED4028
Oak brushed

Article no.: 178923 Decor: ED4032
Walnut brown

Article no.: 178794 Decor: ED4030
Oak brushed grey

Article no.: 178732 Decor: ED4022
Cracked Oak smoke

Wood reproductions

Material reproductions
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When developing  
Design+ Flooring we 

concentrated on  
every single detail.

Eberhard Herrmann, Flooring product developer

21 ED4038 / Oak elegant sand
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Water simply runs off
The core of EGGER Design+ Flooring is the Ultra Wood Fibre 
Board – a fibreboard made of the purest softwood. In order 
to guarantee moisture-resistance of the floor, the compacted 
coreboards are sealed from above and below. That's because 
a double sealing is always better than one. Thanks to this 
DualSeal technology, water droplets are prevented from 
ingress. Our design flooring is therefore suitable for use in wet 
areas and for surfaces subjected to a lot of stress.

Advantages of softwood fibreboard:
 

 ■ Ecological & healthy

 ■ Ultra compact

 ■ Excellent dimensional stability

 ■ Easy and flexible installation

 ■ Double-sealed (DualSeal) for greater moisture resistance 

 ■ Reduced swelling behaviour

ED4012 / Oak rough silver

DUAL SEAL
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Anti-slip class R10 or in other words, 
very safe!
The Design+ Flooring also guarantees a tested and certified slip-resistance of class 
R10. This means in addition to the authentic surface textures in “Native”, “Rustic” 
and “Stone”, the floor covering is safe for walking and provides increased living 
and walking comfort. The R10 classification places our flooring above the normal 
requirements for private rooms and also conforms to increased safety needs. They 
are therefore ideal for use in hotels and restaurants, as well as in work spaces with 
increased R10 requirements.

ED4020 / Cracked Oak sand 25 
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Large – large floors for 
wide rooms 
EGGER's Design+ Flooring is particularly well-suited in open 
living and working environments. The “Large” board format 
works well with large-area installations. A continuous look is 
attractive for more than just decorative purposes. It stabilises, 
relaxes and creates a cosy, pleasant atmosphere even in large 
areas.

cross-joint installation

offset installation

Ultra modern effect through 
the 4+2 bevel

4+2 bevel available on non wood 

grain decors 

ED4048 / Slate black 27 
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PATENTED

Floating installation: Fast and flexible with  

EGGER Silenzio Duo underlay

Full-surface glueing: Safe and permanent  

especially for commercial use

Ultra versatile installation: 1 system 
with 3 connection methods 

Everything you need, 
installed in no time 
When an EGGER floor is selected, there is no need for a lengthy 
search for accessories. Underlay mats, skirtings and specialist 
cleaning products, we offer everything in one place – and 
more. When the corresponding, top quality EGGER system 
products are used during installation and care, the floors 
remain lastingly beautiful over many years. Our ultra variable 
UNI fit! Clic system makes installation quick and easy.

Patented UNI fit! Clic system: 

 ■ Patented locking system, can be installed without tools

 ■ Comfortable panel by panel installation

 ■ Save time and money, floors can be installed 40 % faster 

 ■ Extremely stable, through either floating installation or 
full-surface glueing

System accessories to impress:

 ■ Underlay board for a perfect fit

 ■ Skirtings for a sophisticated finish

 ■ Cleaning and care products for long-lasting enjoyment

ED4030 / Brushed Oak grey
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As a fitter,  
EGGER keeps me at the forefront of 

technology, which means I can offer 
sustainable, professional installation 

of the highest quality.
 

Wilfried Foidl, Professional floor fitter 

ED4046 / Metal bronze

ED4048 / Slate black

31 
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Overview of product properties
Ultra compact: With a material thickness of just 
5 mm, EGGER Design+ Flooring demonstrates ease 
of processing and application. No adjustment 
of door frames and transitions in renovation 
areas, seamless integration with floor heating 
and easy cutting with a blade are just a few of the 
advantages of this slim construction.

DualSeal: This water-resistant sealing protects 
the internal UWF coreboard on both sides from 
moisture penetration. EGGER Design+ Flooring 
is therefore the ultimate flooring for private and 
commercial use, even in wet areas.

SelfRepair: The special molecular structure of the 
elastic TPU surface enables indentations to reform. 
For example, marks on the surface left by furniture, 
disappear independently within an extremely short 
period of time.

UNI fit!: The patented UNI fit! Clic system 
guarantees up to 40 % quicker and easier 
installation. Special feature: The floor can be glued 
over the entire area or installed as a floating floor.

R10 slip resistance class: In accordance to the DIN 
51130 standard – slip-resistance class R10.

Native surface texture: A fine pore structure with 
discreet saw traces gives this decor a natural 
character. The variety within the structure ensures 
a lively appearance.

Rustic surface texture: The brushed and deep 
surface, parallel to the decorative structure, 
highlights the rustic character of the decors.

Stone surface texture: This structure gives the 
stone and metal decors an authentic appearance. 
The depth and distribution within the structural 
features works together alongside the decor's 
purist appearance.

Data:

Size 1295 × 243 mm

Thickness 5 mm

Profile UNI fit!

m2/pack 2.52 m2

Boards per pack 8 pcs.

Packs per pallet 66 pcs.

m2/pallet 166.15 m2

Guarantee 25 years (private use)
5 years (commercial use)

Class of use 33

4 sided Woodvision bevel: A bevel on all four sides 
emphasises the special character of the wood 
floorboards.

4+2 sided Woodvision bevel: What appears to 
be three small tiles can be installed in no time. 
Additionally milled bevels on the large panels 
ensure a natural tile look – only for material 
reproductions.

Class of use: Ideal for heavy domestic and heavy 
commercial use.

Guarantee: The EGGER Design+ Flooring guarantee 
terms apply. Available from your distributor or to 
download on the Internet. 

Natural and acclaimed
EGGER Design+ Flooring ensures a healthy room climate and is characterised 
by environmentally friendly materials and sustainable production. Our product 
innovation is made of 70 % wood fibres; even the plastic components are free from 
harmful substances and low-emission. In short, our design flooring is a true natural 
talent that has been awarded several international eco-labels. 

SELF REPAIR

DUAL SEAL

EN16511:2014

PATENTED
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243 mm
1295 mm

2.52 m²
8×

5 mm
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EGGER – a  
success story 
In 1996 we began production of our laminate 
flooring, which represented a true innovation. 
Beautiful, easy-care, wear-resistant, high-quality 
flooring with an excellent price-quality ratio. We 
have continuously improved the properties of our 
laminate flooring and remained heavily focused 
on our customer's needs. Like a tree, our family 
company has grown for more than half a century, 
deeply rooted in Tirol for generations. The solid 
trunk represents our vision, we develop product 
innovations in many different areas, in the same 
way a branch forms new twigs. The latest offshoot 
is EGGER Design+ Flooring. 

The EGGER Group is one of the leading 
international wood-based materials manufacturers. 
Founded in 1961, the family-based company now 
has 17 European production plants with approx. 
7,600 worldwide employeeswith a head office in 
St. Johann in Tyrol.

Three floor types for 
every application
In addition to our laminate and cork flooring, 
we offer a new innovative and high-quality 
design floor – EGGER Design+ Flooring, which 
complements our existing range.

Warm. Silent. Ecological. Ultra modern. Ultra robust. Ultra versatile.
Cork+ Flooring Design+ Flooring

Long-lasting. Natural. Economical.
Laminate Flooring

 ■ Robust & stable material

 ■ Perfect look & feel

 ■ High sustainability

 ■ Optimum price-performance ratio

 ■ Noticeably warm, soft & silent

 ■ More than cork

 ■ Particularly environmentally friendly

 ■ Always trendy

 ■ Compact, comfortable & easy to care for

 ■ Self-healing TPU surface

 ■ Flexible in use

 ■ Naturally wood-based & 100 % PVC-free

EGGER plant at 

St. Johann in Tyrol



EGGER Retail Products

GmbH & Co. KG 

Im Kissen 19 

59929 Brilon 

Germany 

t +49 2961 770 - 0

f +49 2961 770 - 62919

flooring@egger.com

www.egger.com/designplusEN
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Design+ Flooring

The ultimate one.


